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INDUSTRY’S TOP TRIO CONFIRMED FOR CeMAT AUSTRALIA
The atio ’s largest i tralogisti s a d aterials ha dli g sho has confirmed three of Asia-Pa ifi ’s
leading system suppliers to exhibit at CeMAT Australia, at Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre from 12 – 14 July 2016.
Daifuku, SSI Schaefer and Dematic, three major system suppliers in the materials handling and
logistics industry, as named by Modern Materials Handling, will be on show at CeMAT Australia,
meeting with attendees and demonstrating the latest developments in materials handling and
warehousing.
In addition to these top system suppliers, CeMAT Australia will also welcome providers of materials
handling equipment, software solutions and warehouse accessories, to name but a few.
Daifuku is the largest material handling supplier in the world. From factory and distribution
automation to lifestyle products, the team from Daifuku will be sharing their knowledge of unique
warehouse and manufacturing automation solutions and its applications for an industry seeking
optimum efficient operations.
SSI Schaefer, the market leader in the field of planning and implementing integrated logistics
systems, will share how its unique offering can increase o pa ies’ efficiency.
Between SSI Schaefer and Daifuku delegates ill e a le to tap i to

ears’ e perie e.

Dematic, a supplier of integrated automated technology, software and services to optimise the
supply chain, will mark its 50th anniversary in Australia and New Zealand as the team showcases the
stal art’s extensive solutions at the event.
Brad Jackson, Chief Operating Officer at Daifuku, said: We’re looki g for ard to CeMAT Australia i
July, to strengthen our relationship with the industry and the partners we already work with.
Our a ilit to deli er e d to e d solutio s is se o d to o e. This starts fro o eptual aster
planning, business and operational modelling right through to warehouse designs and project
execution. CeMAT Australia is the ideal platform to demonstrate this to the i dustr firstha d.
CeMAT is the orld’s leadi g trade sho for suppl hai
a age e t and the intralogistics
industry. This ear’s e e t is set to provide a hub of interactivity, education and knowledge
exchange.
The confirmation of Daifuku, SSI Schaefer and Dematic makes it clear that CeMAT Australia is a
must-attend event for anyone working in the industry or anyone who is using these systems on a
regular basis, says Sarah Haughey, Show Director of CeMAT Australia.
The e e t is set to ri g the i dustr together so exhibitors and attendees can share knowledge,
experience the latest advances in logistics and warehousing, and find out more about how these
technologies apply to a variety of industries from FMCG to construction, said Ms Haughey.

The show will feature the Knowledge Theatre, which has been created to provide an open platform
on the show floor for industry leaders from a range of markets and sectors to give insight through
case study driven presentations. With up to 30 presentations, attendees will gain priceless insights
into how companies have overcome common problems, implemented leading solutions and how the
sector is moving into the future.
For more information and to register to attend visit www.cemat.com.au
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For more information, images or interviews please contact Zoe Guest or Veronica Robertson on 02
9212 7867/ 0487 732 611 or email zoe@zadroagency.com.au / veronica@zadroagency.com.au
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CeMAT AUSTRALIA will take place 12-14 July at Melbourne Convention and Exhibition
Centre.
In Europe, CeMAT AUSTRALIA is held every two years in Hannover, Germany and is the
must-attend event for the fast-evolving European intralogistics industry.
CeMAT AUSTRALIA has a global presence and is also staged in Russia, Asia, India and South
America.
In its second year, CeMAT AUSTRALIA is proud to have the support of key industry leaders
including Dematic, CHEP, Swisslog, Kuka Robotics, Retailquip, Bastian Solutions, Vanderlande
and TVH
CeMAT AUSTRALIA is presented by Deutsche Messe – the world leader in bringing
innovative, inspiring and effective business events to high level decision makers. Global
Fairs. Global Business.

